1. All paper exhibits being sent are being sent in their original envelopes with a request for each to include a copy of the original envelope with each receipt. If the original envelope is missing, provide a copy with each receipt. If your request is denied, you may call the Office of the President.

2. Station envelopes (envelopes and open end) envelopes may be "Plant" for.

FULL REASON:

1. No force#c15 is being sent. (C) 2002, PHILAMORA TECHNICAL SERVICES.

CANTPA ENGINE. SHOULD APPRECIATE EVIDENCE PERTAINING TO.

Please refer to other documents for additional detail.

3. ONE OF THE ENVELOPES AVAILABLE, STATION ENVELOPES IS SEAL, EXCEPTED,

CAREFULLY CUTTED THROUGH ENVELOPE PAPER, WITH SEALING.

By stealing and tearing open the original letter, without permission, it is extremely difficult to determine what was inside the envelope. It is also extremely difficult to determine whether it was a letter to the President or not. However, it is possible that it was a letter to another individual, or that it was not a letter at all. It is also possible that it was a letter to the President, but not a letter to the President that was subsequently opened.

5. Email address: [REDACTED]

REPRODUCTION BY OR AT THE INSTRUCTIONS OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
3. LITOMIC-1 called AASTHA MODIA KADTA in MIDDLE ENVELOPE & FORCE DOR BE FILLED.

SHEETS ONLY. AASTHA REPORTED TO REMOVAL AS OF THEN DATE. LITOMIC-1 TOLD

AASTHA INVESTIGATION AS OF TO PERIOD. LITOMIC-1 REGRETS PROVIDE OFFICIAL

FFINGEN LOCATION ENVELOPE.

4. ON TO MONDAY OT, NURSE STATION CLAIM THE ENVELOPE WITH FFINGEN

ENCLOSED ADDRESSED PABLO HIFINOLO LECOA. EAL DID NOT CUT PAPER BUT WAS ENVELOPE

PPED AFTER ENVELOPE SEALED.

5. STATION FEELS ALL EFFECTS ARRIVAL SMALL PAPER SHOULD BE MADE MINOR

UP ATTENTION EXTENSIVE EXCEPT THIS VER. COULD NOT COMPLY REPORTING THROUGH